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Abstract

Numerical experiments are conducted to investigate the effects of giant cloud condensation
Ž .nuclei CCN on the development of precipitation in mixed-phase convective clouds. The results

show that the strongest effects of introducing giant CCN occur when the background concentra-
tion of small nuclei is high, as that in continental clouds. Under these conditions, the coalescence
between water drops is enhanced due to the inclusion of giant CCN, resulting in an early
development of large drops at the lower parts of the clouds. It also leads to the formation of larger
graupel particles and to more intensive radar reflectivities. When the background concentration of
small nuclei is low, as in maritime clouds, the effect of the giant CCN is smaller and the
development of precipitation is dominated by the droplets formed on large nuclei. q 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ž .Cloud condensation nuclei CCN are the centers on which cloud droplets can form.
These particles range in diameter from about 0.06 mm to greater than 2 mm. This wide

Žrange of sizes has traditionally been subdivided into three classes e.g., Pruppacher and
. Ž . Ž . ŽKlett, 1978 : small or Aitken nuclei ;0.06–0.2 mm , large 0.2–2 mm and giant )2

.mm . Since small CCN are the most numerous in the atmosphere, they effectively
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determine the total concentration of droplets in a cloud. The concentrations of the small
ŽCCN can be measured with thermal gradient diffusion cloud chambers e.g., Twomey,

.1963; Radke and Turner, 1972; Hudson and Squires, 1976 . Although less numerous
than the small CCN and much more difficult to measure, large and giant CCN provide
the centers upon which larger cloud droplets can form. Under certain conditions these
larger drops can lead to rapid formation of raindrop embryos.

The role of giant CCN in the initiation of warm rain had been commonly accepted for
Ž .a long time until Woodcock et al. 1971 cast doubt on this old belief. Woodcock et al.

observed the iodine–chlorine ratio of particles ranging in size from small nuclei to
raindrops sampled in Hawaii and found that the IrCl ratio in raindrops is of the same

Ž y12 y14 .order as that in small nuclei 10 –10 g , but differs by one order from the ratio in
giant nuclei. They concluded that in warm oceanic tradewind clouds, giant salt nuclei

Ž .might not be essential to the formation of raindrops. Takahashi 1976 reached similar
conclusions by numerical simulation of warm rain development in a maritime cloud. In

Ž .addition, Takahashi and Lee 1978 concluded on the basis of their improved numerical
model, that nuclei of mass less than 10y15 g are efficient for the initiation of warm rain
and that the mass distribution of nuclei usually observed around Hawaii is the optimum
distribution of nuclei for warm rain development. All of these studies are related to rain
development from warm marine clouds in which the CCN concentrations are usually
less than 100 cmy3.

Ž . Ž .Johnson 1982 investigated the role of giant and ultragiant )10 mm in radius
aerosol particles in warm rain initiation. His results showed that when ingested in
growing clouds, these particles produce a tail of large drops in the cloud-droplet
distribution. The effects of these large drops are more important for continental than for

Ž .maritime clouds. Similar conclusions were also drawn by Kuba and Takeda 1983 .
From the above studies one can conclude that giant CCN have little influence on the

warm rain development in maritime clouds. On the other hand, the effect of such giant
CCN on continental clouds could be significant. In addition, we have little knowledge
about how giant CCN influence the rain formation in mixed phase clouds, especially the
effects of the giant CCN on the development of the ice phase precipitation particles.

Ž .Many measurements e.g., Eagan et al., 1974; Hindman et al., 1977; Mather, 1991
show that the precipitation development from convective clouds has been affected by the

Ž .emission from paper mills. Mather 1991 stated that it is the addition of the ‘‘long tail’’
produced by the paper mill to the cloud-base droplet spectra that is apparently turning
on, or at least enhancing, coalescence in affected storms. Numerical experiments by

Ž .Reisin et al. 1996a showed that the precipitation from mixed convective clouds are to a
larger extent, dependent on the warm microphysical processes, and that the CCN
concentration and the distributions of initial droplets are the main factors determining
the precipitation. It is, therefore, important to study the influences of giant CCN on the
development of precipitation in cold convective clouds.

In this study, numerical simulations were conducted in an attempt to shed some light
on the above-mentioned problems. The model used was a two-dimensional slab-symmet-
ric nonhydrostatic cloud model with detailed treatment of both the warm and the cold
microphysical processes. Special efforts were paid to the investigation of the contribu-
tions of giant CCN on the development of precipitation particles and radar reflectivity.
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To simulate the development of precipitation particles from nuclei, the microphysical
processes, especially the CCN nucleation process, needed to be treated accurately.

ŽDifferent approaches have been used to deal with the CCN nucleation process e.g.,
Mordy, 1959; Arnason and Greenfield, 1972; Fitzgerald, 1974; Takahashi, 1976; Kuba

.and Takeda, 1983; Flossmann et al., 1985; Kogan, 1991 . In this work, a CCN
Ž .nucleation scheme based on Kogan 1991 has been adopted. All the microphysical

Žprocesses were solved using the multi-moments method Tzivion et al., 1987, 1989
.Feingold et al., 1988; Reisin et al., 1996b . This method provides a solution of the

kinetic transfer equations that conserves the balance between two or more physical
moments in each spectral bin of the cloud particles’ distribution function.

In the following section a brief description of the numerical model is given. The
initial conditions used in this study and a description of the numerical experiments is
given in Section 3. The results of the numerical experiments are presented in Section 4.
The discussion and conclusions follow in Section 5.

2. The cloud model

2.1. The dynamic model

The dynamic framework was a two-dimensional slab-symmetric nonhydrostatic cloud
model. The wind components in the horizontal and vertical directions were calculated
based on the vorticity equation and stream function. The dynamic equations were also

Ž .solved for the virtual potential temperature perturbation u , the specific humidityv
Ž .perturbation q , the concentration of CCN, the number and mass concentrations for

Ž .each type of cloud particles considered For details see Appendix A .

2.2. The microphysical model

The present model was designed to simulate the evolution of precipitation particles in
mixed-phase cloud starting from cloud nuclei. The warm microphysical processes
included were nucleation of CCN, condensation and evaporation, collision-coalescence,
and binary breakup. The ice microphysical processes included were drop freezing, ice

Ž .nucleation deposition and condensation-freezing, and contact nucleation , ice multipli-
Žcation, deposition and sublimation of ice, interactions of ice–ice and ice–drop aggrega-

.tion, accretion and riming , melting of ice particles, and sedimentation of both drops and
ice particles. All the microphysical processes had been formulated using kinetic equa-
tions and solved using the method of multi-moments. Three different ice species were

Ž .considered: ice crystals, graupel particles, and snowflakes aggregates of ice crystals .
Each type of particles was divided into 34 bins with mass doubling in each bin
Ž .x s2 x , ks1, 34 . The masses at the beginning of the first bin and the end of lastkq1 k

bin for both liquid and solid phases were 0.1598=10y13 and 0.17468=10y3 kg,
which correspond to drop diameters of 3.125 and 8063 mm, respectively.
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Ž .The temporal changes in the particles size distribution function n m, x, z, t with
Ž .respect to mass m, at location x, z and time t, due to the microphysical processes can

be generally expressed as:

En m , x , z ,t dn m , x , z ,t dn m , x , z ,tŽ . Ž . Ž .y y y
s qž / ž /Et dt dt condrevap , deposrsublimnucl

dn m , x , z ,t dn m , x , z ,tŽ . Ž .y y
q qž / ž /dt dtcollrbreakup , ice interac sedim

dn m , x , z ,t dn m , x , z ,tŽ . Ž .y y
q q , 1Ž .ž / ž /dt dtfreezing melting

Ž .where n m, x, z, t is the size distribution function of the species y: water drops, icey

crystals, graupel particles, or snowflakes.
To obtain a set of moment equations for each bin for each species, the operator

H x kq 1 m jdm was applied to both sides of Eq. 1. In the present study we solved for thex k

first two moments of the category distribution function, N and M , the number andy yk k

mass concentrations of species y in the k th bin, respectively:

xkq1

N t s n m ,t dm , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Hy yk k
xk

xkq1

M t s mn m ,t dm. 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Hy yk k
xk

Here y has the same meaning as above. The dependence on x, z is implicit in the above
Ž .equations. As Tzivion et al. 1987 showed, the distribution function, n , needs to beyk

prescribed only when the integration is over an incomplete category interval. In such
cases, the distribution function is approximated using a linear function, positive within
the category.

The radar reflectivity factor of species y in bin k is calculated using the nondimen-
Ž .sional parameter j that relates different moments for details see Tzivion et al., 1989 :

2 2 2x6 6 M tŽ .kq1 k2Z t s x n x d xsj , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Hyk rp rp N tŽ .x kk

and the total reflectivity factor is given by

Kmax

Z t s Z t . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý yk
ysw,i,g,sks1

The radar reflectivity factor in dBZ is 10log Z with Z in mm6 my3. It should be noted
that the radar reflectivity defined here is valid only for Rayleigh-approximation of the
scattering coefficient and for spherical precipitation particles. For large hailstones and
nonspherical particles, the scattering process will deviate from Rayleigh scattering
behavior.
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Ž .The effective radius of hydrometers at a certain point x, z and time t was
calculated using the first two moments as:

Kmax
`

3 1 M x , z ,tŽ .Ýr n r d r kŽ .H 3 3 ks10r x , z ,t s s 6Ž . Ž .eff 2 1` ž / K4pr max2r n r d rŽ . 3 3H
j M x , z ,t N x , z ,tŽ . Ž .Ý 20 k k

ks1 3

wwhere, j is a nondimensional parameter that relates noninteger moments see2r3
Ž . xTzivion et al. 1989 for details .

Except for the CCN nucleation process, which has been improved and will be
Ždiscussed in detail here, all the other processes were based on previous studies e.g.,

.Tzivion et al., 1994; Reisin et al., 1996b and will only be briefly described here. We
refer the interested readers to the above-mentioned papers for details.

2.2.1. Nucleation of drops
At each spatial point, the CCN of a certain size were activated when the supersatura-

tion calculated by the model exceeded the critical value determined by the Kohler¨
Ž .equation Pruppacher and Klett, 1997 :

A Br 3
N

Ss y , 7Ž .3r r

where,

2s nF eM rs w N
As , Bs , 8Ž .

r R T M rw Õ N w

in which, n is the number of ions that results from the dissociation of a salt molecule in
Ž .water. For NaCl, ns2, and for NH SO , ns3. s is the surface tension of the4 2 4

solution drop. ´ is the fraction of water-soluble material of an aerosol particle. M andN

M are the molecular weights of CCN and water, respectively. F is osmotic coefficientw s

for the aqueous solution. r and r are the densities of CCN and water, respectively.N w

Cloud condensation nuclei begin to grow by absorption of water vapor long before
they enter the cloud. These wetted particles provide the initial sizes for subsequent
condensational growth. The main problem is how to include these wetted particles in the
model calculations. In previous cloud models, different schemes were often adopted to

Ž .calculate the size of these initial wet particles. Mordy 1959 assumed that at cloud base
‘‘wet’’ particles formed on nuclei smaller than 0.12 mm were at equilibrium at 100%

Ž .relative humidity RH , and the particles formed on nuclei larger than 1.2 mm were at
Ž .equilibrium at 99% RH. Flossmann et al. 1985 assumed that all the aerosol particles

reached equilibrium with their environment at 99% RH. On the other hand, Kogan
Ž .1991 assumed that the initial droplet size formed on CCN with radii smaller than 0.12
mm were equal to the equilibrium radius at 100% RH, while for larger ones the initial
radii were specified as less than the equilibrium radii at 100% RH. To determine the size
of the initial drop in the latter case, a factor k was introduced to indicate by how much
the size of the dry CCN is extended.
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Ž .In this study a nucleation scheme similar to Kogan 1991 was used, except that a
wider size range of CCN was considered. The aerosol particles were divided into 64

Žcategories with a minimum radius of 0.0041 mm. Based on the previous studies e.g.,
.Mordy, 1959; Kogan, 1991 , we assumed the condensation growth of the CCN particles

with radii smaller than 0.12 mm to be according to the Kohler equation. After reaching¨
the critical sizes, these particles were then transferred to the cloud droplet bins where
their subsequent growth was calculated based on the condensation equation. For the
particles with radii larger than 0.12 mm, a factor k was used to calculate the initial sizes
of the droplets at zero supersaturation. The values of k and the initial radii employed in
the present study are shown in Fig. 1. Factor k changes from 8.9 for the smaller CCN
particles to 5 for the largest end of the CCN spectrum, to account for the smaller relative

Ž .growth rate of the larger nuclei. The values of the factor k used by Kogan 1991 are
also shown on the same plot.

2.2.2. Other microphysical processes
The immersion freezing of drops was formulated based on the measurements by Bigg

Ž .1953 . According to Bigg, the number of frozen drops per unit time depends on the
number of drops, their mass, and the supercooling. The parameterization given by

Ž .Orville and Kopp 1977 was used in this study and the frozen drops were converted to
graupel particles, if their radii were larger than 100 mm; otherwise, they formed ice
crystals.

Nucleation of ice crystals by deposition, and condensation freezing was based on
Ž .Meyers et al. 1992 . At each time step, the concentration of IN that could be activated

was calculated according to Meyers et al. formula, and was compared with the previous
number of activated ice particles. If the latter was greater than the former, no new
nucleation occurred; otherwise the difference between these two values was taken as the
actual number of new ice crystals that would be formed. This procedure is similar to that

Ž .applied by Clark 1974 for nucleation of drops.
Parameterization of the number of ice crystals produced by contact nucleation due to

thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, and Brownian motion was formulated according to

Fig. 1. Initial droplet radius and the factor k used in the calculation of the CCN nucleation process as a
Ž .function of CCN radii. The k values used by Kogan 1991 are also shown as stars.
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Ž .Cotton et al. 1986 . Here, ice particles formed by contact nucleation had the same mass
as the drops that formed them.

The ice crystals formed by either freezing of drops smaller than 100 mm in radius, or
by deposition, and condensation-freezing, were assumed to be oblate spheroids and their
initial size assumed to be 5 mm in diameter. In the present paper, the shape of the ice
crystals remained unchanged with temperature, but their growth rate was allowed to vary

wwith temperature as if the ice particles changed their shape for details see Reisin et al.
Ž .x1996b .

The changes in the mass and number distribution functions of the drops and the ice
particles due to diffusive growthrevaporation of water vapor, were calculated for each

Ž .size category by analytically solving for one time step the kinetic diffusion equation
Ž .Tzivion et al., 1989; Reisin et al., 1992,1996b .

The model considered collision coagulation between the different species, as well as
w Ž . xcollision breakup of drops Low and List 1982a,b kernels . Such interactions could

lead to the transformation from one particle type to another. In this study we made the
following assumptions:

1. Snow particles were formed and grew by aggregation of ice crystals.
2. Ice crystals grew by riming with drops smaller than themselves, as long as the overall

rimed mass was less than the mass of the ice crystal itself; otherwise the ice crystal
was transformed into a graupel particle.

3. The interactions between graupel and other particles always produced graupel.
4. Graupel particles were also created when drops collided with snow particles and with

ice crystals smaller than themselves.

The collision and coalescence efficiencies used for interactions between drop–drop,
Ž .drop–ice, and ice–ice were similar to those in Reisin et al. 1996b . For collision

Ž .between drops, the kernel of Low and List 1982a,b are used for raindrops larger than
Ž .0.6 mm; the coalescence efficiencies of Ochs et al. 1986 are employed as collection

Ž .efficiencies assuming that the collision efficiencies in this region are close to unity in
Ž .the region 0.1–0.6 mm; the collision efficiencies of Long 1974 are adapted for smaller

drops. The collision efficiencies between graupel particles and drops are calculated
Ž . Ž .according to Hall 1980 and Rasmussen and Heymsfield 1985 . For ice crystals

Ž . Ž .plates colliding with drops we used collision efficiencies given by Martin et al. 1982
and for large supercooled drops colliding with planar ice crystals we used the coeffi-

Ž .cients calculated by Lew et al. 1985 . The data sets for ice and drop as collectors were
combined to give a full set of size ranges. But, there is not enough information to cover

Ž .the whole size range required by the model. An approach suggested by Chen 1992 was
used to fill the gaps in the data. This approach was based on the fact that the collision
efficiency reaches a minimum when the drop being collected reaches a size such that its
fall velocity approaches that of the collector ice particle, and that for drops of even
larger sizes, the relative velocity between drop and ice crystal changes sign and the
collision efficiency increases again. A mirror image about the minimum of the collision
efficiencies was assumed so that interpolations could be made between existing data. For

Ž .a collector-drop size larger than that given by Lew et al. 1985 , the collision
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efficiencies remain virtually unchanged and have been assumed to be constant for a
fixed ice crystal size. Coalescence efficiencies for interaction between ice particles are

Ž .used in accordance with Wang and Chang 1993 , in which the dependence on
temperature was considered.

The Hallett–Mossop mechanism for secondary ice production was parameterized
Ž .according to Mossop 1978 , in which the number of ice crystals produced per second

Ž .was formulated as a function of the number of large drops G24.8 mm and small drops
Ž .F12.3 mm collected per second by a graupel particle. The temperature dependence of

Ž .this process was taken from Cotton et al. 1986 , where the maximum occurs at
;y58C.

The kinetic equation for the melting of graupel particles was treated in the same way
as the evaporation, except that the rate of change of mass of a melting graupel depended

Ž .on temperature Rasmussen and Heymsfield, 1987 . We assumed complete shedding of
the melted mass for the graupel particles. Snowflakes and ice crystals were assumed to
melt instantaneously whenever they entered a region in which the environmental
temperature was above 08C.

Sedimentation of both drops and ice particles was calculated using Smolarkiewicz
Ž .1983 positive advection scheme. The parameters for terminal fall velocity of drops

Ž . Ž .were according to Beard 1977 and for the ice particles based on Bohm 1989 .¨
The grid dimensions of the model were set to 300 m both in the horizontal and the

Žvertical directions separate experiments indicated that the simulation results were not
.sensitive to the changes in the grid size . The vertical and the horizontal dimensions of

the domain were 12 and 30 km, respectively. The time step was 5 s for dynamic and the
Ž .microphysical processes except for the diffusive growthrevaporation or sublimation

processes of hydrometeors, in which a time step of 2.5 s was used.

3. Description of the experiments and initial conditions

The initial total aerosol spectrum was based on the measurements carried out in
Ž .Montana, USA, by Hobbs et al. 1985 . We fitted this spectrum by superimposing three

lognormal distributions as:
23d N n log r rRŽ .i n i

s exp y . 9Ž .Ý 1r2 2dln r ž /2p logs ln10 2 logsŽ . Ž .n is1 i i

The parameters of the distributions were similar to those used by Respondek et al.

Table 1
Parameters for the aerosol particle distribution: n s total number of aerosol particles per cubic centimeter ofi

air, R sgeometric mean aerosol particle radius in mm, s sstandard deviation in mode ii i

Mode i n R logsi i i

1 40 000 0.006 0.3
2 3980 0.03 0.3
3 0.3 0.3 0.396
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Table 2
Percentages of water soluble particles in modes 1, 2 and 3, and the CCN concentrations in the three classes
Ž .N1: r -0.1 mm; N2: 0.1–1.0 mm; N3: r )1.0 mm; see text for explanations . The concentration is inN N

cmy3

Experiment Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 N1 N2 N3

MR0 0.2 8 0.0 171.5 5.30 0.0
MR1 0.2 8 50 171.5 5.34 0.02
CN0 5 20 0.0 1029.8 13.25 0.0
CN1 5 20 50 1029.8 13.30 0.02
EC0 10 20 0.0 1697.6 13.27 0.0
EC1 10 20 50 1697.6 13.31 0.02
EC2 10 20 100 1697.6 13.36 0.05

Ž .1995 and are given in Table 1. The concentration was assumed to decrease with height
according to:

N z ,r sN zs0,r =exp yzrz , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n s

where, z was the scale height and set to 2 km in this study.s

As mentioned above, because the main objective here was to study the effects of size
distributions of CCN on the development of mixed convective clouds, the variations of
the chemical compositions of the aerosol particles were not considered. Instead, the
CCN spectra were created by simply assuming different percentages of total aerosol
particles to be water-soluble. In addition, all the CCN particles were assumed to be
composed of ammonium sulfate. This assumption was also based on the previous studies
Ž .e.g., Fitzgerald, 1974; Takeda and Kuba, 1982 which showed that the differences in

Ž Ž . .the chemical composition of CCN such as NaCl, and NH SO do not significantly4 2 4

change the predicted size distribution of cloud droplets. The fractions of water soluble
Ž .particles ´ in Eq. 8 multiplied by 100 and the CCN number for each class are shown

in Table 2 and all the initial CCN distributions are given in Fig. 2. The experiments
Ž . Ž .were divided into three groups, ‘maritime’ MR , ‘continental’ CN , or ‘extreme-con-

Ž .tinental’ EC , based on their CCN concentrations. In each group at least two cases were
Ž .studied. In the first set of experiments, MR0, CN0 or EC0 hereafter, control cases , the

initial CCN were assumed to contain particles only from the first two modes of aerosol

Fig. 2. Initial CCN distributions employed in the present study. See text for explanation.
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of temperature and dew point used in the present work.

distributions, while the third mode was assumed to be water insoluble. In the second set,
MR1, CN1 or EC1, the concentration of the Aitken and large particles were left as

Ž y1 .before but a third mode was added, which contained 50% soluble particles ;23 l .
Ž .In the extreme-continental group, a third case EC2 with twice the concentration of

giant CCN was also tested.
The initial thermodynamic conditions for all reported tests here were given by a

theoretical profile of temperature and dew point as shown in Fig. 3. The temperature,
dew point temperature, and pressure at the surface were 268C, 15.88C, and 1007 hPa,
respectively. For initialization, a pulse of heat that produced a 28C perturbation was
applied for one time step at ts0 at a height of 600 m, and at the center of the domain.
The possible influence of wind shear was not considered in the present study.

4. Results

ŽNumerical simulations were carried out until the cloud dissipated usually 60 min
. Ž .from model initiation . In all the cases the cloud base and top were at 1.5 km 118C and

Ž .7.2 km y288C , respectively. The 08C isotherm was at 2.7 km. The base and the top of
the cloud were defined as the place where the total mixing ratio of the hydrometeors was

y1 Ž .greater than 0.01 g kg as Orville and Kopp, 1977 . The rain initiation was defined as
the time at which the maximum rainfall rate at the surface began to exceed 0.1 mm hy1.

A summary of the main results obtained for seven runs is presented in Table 3.
Below, we compare the cases for each group.

( )4.1. Continental clouds CN

Ž .Two cases CN0 and CN1 were calculated for continental clouds. The general
appearance of these two clouds in the developing stage was similar. The clouds began to
form 15 min after the model initialization, and continued to develop very rapidly after
their top reached the y58C. This is attributed to a larger extent to the environmental
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Table 3
ŽThe main results obtained from seven runs time is given in minutes from the initiation of the calculations and

.the height is in km

Feature MR0 MR1 CN0 CN1 EC0 EC1 EC2
y1Ž .Max. updraft m s 17.2 17.1 16.5 16.5 16.3 16.3 16.2

Time and height 33, 4.2 33, 4.2 33, 3.9 33, 4.2 33, 3.9 33, 3.9 33, 3.9
y1Ž .Max. LWC g kg 5.13 4.75 5.28 4.58 5.28 4.58 4.59

Time and height 33, 4.8 33, 4.8 34, 5.4 33, 4.8 34, 5.4 33, 4.8 33, 4.5
y3Ž .Max. number of drops cm 176.0 175.8 743.4 729.2 1134 1102 1080

Time and height 27, 2.1 27, 2.1 30, 3.6 29, 3.3 30, 3.6 30, 3.6 30, 3.3
y1Ž .Max. ice mass g kg 0.88 0.90 0.25 0.38 0.44 0.48 0.42

Time and height 60, 5.7 60, 5.7 54, 6.0 53, 6.0 54, 6.0 53, 6.0 52, 6.0
y1Ž .Max. graupel mass g kg 5.72 5.80 3.21 3.77 2.58 3.63 3.99

Time and height 46, 3.0 44, 3.0 40, 5.4 40, 3.9 41, 5.1 40, 3.9 39, 4.5
y1Ž .Max. ice number l 73.40 74.60 21.23 23.97 20.63 22.90 23.50

Time and height 46, 5.7 46, 5.7 37, 6.9 37, 6.9 37, 6.9 37, 6.9 37, 6.9
y1Ž .Max. graupel number l 8.58 7.35 6.19 1.60 3.98 0.63 0.68

Time and height 37, 6.6 37, 6.6 38, 6.6 39, 6.6 40, 6.3 39, 6.6 37, 6.3
Max. mass of drops 3.23 3.50 1.27 2.12 0.45 1.86 2.12

y1w x Ž .D)1 mm g kg
Time and height 48, 0.0 47, 0.0 51, 0.0 46, 0.0 49, 0.0 45, 0.0 44, 0.0
Max. number of drops 1.99 2.05 1.20 1.56 0.54 1.46 1.63

y1w x Ž .D)1 mm l
Time and height 49, 0.0 47, 0.0 51, 0.0 46, 0.0 49, 0.0 46, 0.0 45, 0.0
Max. graupel mass 5.72 5.80 3.15 3.77 2.53 3.63 3.99

y1w x Ž .D)1 mm g kg
Time and height 46, 3.0 44, 3.0 40, 5.4 40, 3.9 41, 5.1 40, 3.9 39, 4.5
Max. graupel number 1.05 0.92 1.10 0.32 0.82 0.28 0.35

y1w x Ž .D)1 mm l
Time and height 36, 6.0 36, 5.7 39, 6.0 37, 6.0 41, 5.7 37, 6.0 37, 6.0
Time of rain initiation 38 36 41 36 42 36 35

Ž .Max. radar reflectivity dBZ 67.6 68.0 59.9 64.4 55.5 63.4 64.0
Time and height 46, 3.6 46, 3.3 45, 3.3 41, 3.0 42, 4.2 39, 4.5 39, 4.2

y1Ž .Max. rain rate mm h 187.0 196.9 59.0 101.5 21.3 86.1 100.1
Time 49 48 51 46 50 45 45

Ž .Max. accumulated rain mm 27.25 29.18 7.76 12.45 2.57 10.27 12.05

thermodynamic conditions and to a lesser extent to the more latent heat released by
Žformation of ice phase hydrometeors ice nucleation by deposition and condensation-

.freezing started at temperatures lower than y58C . The clouds reached their maximum
Ž .development 33 min from model initialization Table 3 and the maximum updraft was

16.5 m sy1.
Although the dynamic structure was similar, many of the microphysical properties

Ž .were different Table 3 . Fig. 4 shows the mass and number distribution functions of the
Ž .drops at the cloud center, at 1800 m height just above cloud base , and after 16 min of

Ž . Ž .simulation corresponding to the stage of cloud initiation in CN0 heavy line and CN1
Ž .thin line . It is obvious from this figure that although their numbers were relatively
small, the droplets nucleated on giant CCN in case CN1, had a considerable effect on
developing a wider mass distribution, and forming large drizzle drops. In comparison,
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Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 4. Mass left and number right distribution functions of drops for case CN0 heavy line and CN1 thin
. Ž .line at the center of the clouds, 1800 m high just above the cloud base , and at 16 min of simulation.

the spectra in CN0 were much narrower. The subsequent evolution of the drop size
Ždistributions at different locations in the clouds after 32 and 36 min corresponding to

.the stages of maximum development and rain initiation, respectively are shown in Fig.
Ž .5. At 32 min, much more pronounced second even third in some of the points modes

Ž .developed in most parts of the cloud ;3–4 km in case CN1, while in CN0 the second
Ž .mode began to form only in the upper parts of the cloud above 4 km . These results

Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Mass distribution functions of drops in case CN0 heavy line and CN1 thin line at different spatial
Ž . Ž .points, and after 32 min left and 36 min right of simulations. In order to better see the coordinates, one of

the panels is enlarged. Because the clouds were symmetric about their centers, only the right halves are shown
here.
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demonstrate that the coalescence process in CN1 began to operate earlier and more
efficiently than that in CN0. Because larger drops developed earlier in CN1, they
descended to the lower reaches of the cloud after 36 min. In contrast, in CN0 at the
same time, most of the large drops were still growing in the middle and upper parts of
the cloud.

Consistent with the development of the drop size distributions, the cloud in CN1
reached its maximum LWC, 1 min earlier and 600 m lower than that in CN0, but the
values of maximum LWC and drop number were smaller in CN1 than in CN0. These
results show that the inclusion of giant CCN in CN1 inhibited the nucleation of some of
the smaller CCN and accelerated the growth of precipitation by transferring more liquid

Ž .water to millimeter size raindrops Table 3 .
Comparison of the graupel production between case CN0 and CN1 is given in Fig. 6.

In CN1, graupel particles initially formed at 32 min of simulation near the 5 km
Ž . y1;y158C level reached their maximum mass of 3.77 g kg at the height of 3.9 km
after 40 min. Whereas in CN0, graupel began to appear after 35 min and at the height
around 6 km, 3 min later and 1 km higher than that in the former case. Although the
maximum graupel mass was reached at the same time in these two cases, the value was
lower and occurred at a higher level in CN0 than that in CN1. Different from the
evolution of graupel mass, the graupel concentration reached a peak of only 1.6 ly1 in

Ž y1 .CN1, much lower than that in CN0 6.19 l . The comparatively larger mass and lower

Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. Time–height cross sections of mass upper and concentration lower of graupel particles for case CN0
Ž . Ž .left and CN1 right . The unit used and maximum value obtained are shown at the upper left corner of each
panel.
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Ž .Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of the effective radii of graupel particles at 40 min in case CN0 left and CN1
Ž .right . Unit: mm.

concentration of graupel in CN1 correspond to larger sizes than those in CN0, as can be
seen in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution of the effective radii of graupel particles at 40
Ž .min corresponding to the maximum development of graupel content . It can be seen

Ž .that larger graupel particles r )2 mm appeared in the lower part of the cloud in caseeff

CN1, while they were almost absent in CN0. In addition, the figure shows that some of
the large graupel particles had already fallen to the ground in CN1. In CN0, on the other
hand, all the particles were still being lifted in the middle and upper parts of the cloud.

Ž .Because of their relatively small sizes, the particles r -0.5 mm in CN0 were alsoeff

carried farther away from the main updraft core.
The difference in the content and concentration of ice crystals between CN0 and CN1

can be found in Table 3. Compared with CN0, more ice crystals were produced in CN1.

Ž .Fig. 8. Time–height cross sections of the radar reflectivity at cloud center for cases CN0 left and CN1
Ž .right .
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This is due to the higher supersaturation with respect to ice in CN1, which enhanced the
formation of ice crystals by deposition and condensation-freezing, and the relatively
large graupel particles and drops, which made the secondary ice production process
more active. However, the differences in the concentration and mass of ice crystals were
not significant as that of drops and graupel particles.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. The total radar reflectivity left , the contribution of water drops middle , and the contribution of
Ž . Žgraupel particles right at 32, 36, 40, and 44 min from model initiation in case CN0 because the cloud was

symmetric about the center of the domain, only half of the graphs are shown here.
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The time–height cross sections of the radar reflectivity in cases CN0 and CN1 are
presented in Fig. 8. The y10 dBZ echo developed about 5 min earlier in CN1 than that
in CN0, and the maximum echo reached about 5 dBZ higher in the former. It is also
noted that in CN1 the initial radar reflectivity appeared at a lower height. The relative
contributions of water drops and graupel particles to the total radar reflectivity are
shown in Fig. 9 for CN0 and Fig. 10 for CN1.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 10. The total radar reflectivity left , the contribution of water drops middle , and the contribution of
Ž .graupel particles right at 28, 32, 36, and 40 min from model initiation in case CN1.
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ŽIn case CN0, the first echo appeared at 32 min from model initiation 16 min after
.cloud formation and was mainly produced by graupel particles. Only at the very

beginning stage, the contribution from supercooled water was more than that from
graupel. In case CN1, however, the initial echo appeared at 26 min of simulation due to
the early growth of the large drops. Although the echo from the graupel particles became
very strong about 10 min later, the total contribution to the radar reflectivity was nearly
equally shared by both types of hydrometeors.

Consistent with the development of precipitation particles, rain in case CN1 started 5
min earlier, reached a higher intensity, and produced more rain on the ground than that
in CN0.

( )4.2. Maritime clouds MR

Ž .Two simulations MR0 and MR1 were performed for the maritime clouds. Here, one
must keep in mind that the term ‘maritime cloud’ in this study only refers to the
relatively small initial CCN concentration.

The clouds simulated in these two cases had the same dynamic structure, in terms of
Ž .maximum updrafts and the time and altitude of these maximums Table 3 . Both clouds

reached their peak liquid water content after 33 min of simulation at a height of 4.8 km.
The maximum mass in case MR0 and MR1 was 5.13 and 4.75 g kgy1, respectively.
Although the inclusion of giant CCN slightly reduced the liquid water content, the
maximum drop concentration was almost the same in these two cases. This fact can be
explained by the evolution of the drop size distribution. Figs. 11 and 12 show the drop
size distribution of case MR0 and MR1 at 16 and 36 min, respectively. Comparing these

Ž .figures with the corresponding ones in continental clouds Figs. 4 and 5 reveals that
Žwhen the CCN concentration in the Aitken and large size mode were low maritime

.clouds — although inclusion of giant CCN produces a few large drops at the initial
Ž .stage 16 min of the cloud — the droplets formed on large CCN caught up with them

Ždue to their rapid growth under the higher supersaturation compared to the continental
.clouds produced in the updraft region. In addition, because the drops formed on the

Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 11. Mass left and number right distribution functions of drops for case MR0 heavy line and MR1
Ž . Ž .thin line at the clouds center, 1800 m high just above the cloud base , and at 16 min of simulation.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 12. Mass distribution functions of drops in case MR0 heavy line and MR1 thin line at different spatial
points, and at 36 min of simulations.

large CCN were more numerous than those formed on giant CCN, they dominated the
subsequent collection of drops, and reduced the relative advantage of the latter. This fact
can also be seen from the similar development of the graupel particles in Table 3.

In both cases, the graupel particles began to form at 31 min, and 6 min later the peak
concentration appeared at 6.6 km. The maximum graupel number in case MR0 and MR1
were 8.58 and 7.35 ly1, and maximum masses were 5.72 and 5.80 g kgy1, respectively.

Ž .The peak values were located at the same altitude Table 3 . Due to the similarity of the
Ždevelopment of the precipitation particles, the evolution of the radar reflectivity not

. Žshown was also very similar maximum radar reflectivity in case MR0 and MR1 were
.67.6 and 68 dBZ, respectively . A small difference in the height of the maritime echo

appeared in MR1 that occurred about 0.3 km lower. Table 3 shows that the time of rain
initiation, rainfall rate and accumulated rain were similar in MR0 and MR1. In
summary, the effects of introducing giant CCN to maritime clouds were relatively small.

( )4.3. Extreme-continental clouds EC

Ž .Three simulations EC0, EC1 and EC2 were conducted for the extreme-continental
Ž .clouds in order to investigate i how the giant CCN influence the development of

Ž .precipitation particles when the concentration of smaller CCN is high; and ii what are
the consequences when the concentration of giant CCN is increased.
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Although different number of giant CCN were included in the initial CCN spectra,
the developments of the cloud dynamic structures in these three cases were almost the
same and also very similar to the continental cases described before. The clouds reached
their maximum development at 33 min of simulation and the peak updraft was 16.3 m
sy1, located at 3.9 km high. As expected, more significant differences, compared with
the continental cases, appeared in the development of the hydrometers between the
control case and the case with giant CCN.

4.3.1. Comparison between case EC0 and EC1
The time–height cross sections of drops and graupel particles at the clouds center are

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Although in both cases, cloud began to form at the same time
the cloud reached its maximum LWC earlier and located at a lower altitude in EC1 than
in EC0, and maximum value was smaller in the former case than in the latter. The
maximum drop number in case EC1 was also slightly lower than that in EC0.

The most striking differences are exhibited in the development of graupel particles.
The inclusion of giant CCN in EC1 accelerated the growth of drops by collision-coales-
cence mechanism. At the same time, this also reduced the overall concentration of the
drops. Therefore, when the drops were lifted above zero degree level, the concentration

Ž . Ž .Fig. 13. Time–height cross sections of liquid water content upper and drop number lower at cloud center
Ž . Ž .for case EC0 left and EC1 right . The unit used and maximum value obtained are shown at the upper left

corner of each panel.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 14. Time–height cross sections of graupel content upper and number lower at cloud center for case
Ž . Ž .EC0 left and EC1 right . The unit used and maximum value obtained are shown at the upper left corner of

each panel.

of graupel particles formed by self-freezing and interactions between drops and ice
particles was lower in EC1 than in EC0. This is manifested in the results shown in Table
3, that is, the concentration of graupel particles in EC1 only reached a maximum of 0.63
ly1, much lower than that in EC0, 4 ly1. On the other hand, the graupel mass in EC1
reached a maximum of 3.63 g kgy1, higher than in EC0, 2.58 g kgy1. The location of
peak value was also 1.2 km lower in EC1 than in EC0.

Comparison of the radar reflectivity between case EC0 and EC1 is presented in Fig.
15. Consistent with the development of precipitation particles the radar reflectivity in
case EC1 grew faster and reached a higher peak echo than in case EC0. The difference
of radar reflectivity between EC1 and EC0 was 8 dBZ, again larger than in the
continental cases, 4.5 dBZ, and in maritime cases, 0.4 dBZ.

These results indicate that the differences in precipitation particles produced by
inclusion of giant CCN in extreme-continental clouds are more significant than that in
the moderate continental clouds. This is also expressed in the earlier initiation of rain
Ž . Ž .almost 6 min in EC1 see Table 3 , and the higher rain intensity. The maximum rain

Ž .intensity increased by a factor of three due to the inclusion of giant CCN case EC1 , the
Ž .corresponding values in the continental case CN1 was 72%, and in maritime case MR1

only 5%. The maximum accumulated rain at the surface in case EC1 was 10.27 mm,
four times higher than in case EC0.
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Ž .Fig. 15. Time–height cross sections of the radar reflectivity at cloud center for cases EC0 left and EC1
Ž .right .

4.3.2. Comparison between case EC2 and EC1
In EC2 the concentration of giant CCN in the reference case EC0 was doubled. The

main results obtained from this simulation are listed in Table 3. It can be seen that the
dynamic fields such as updraft and LWC in case EC2 were very similar to EC1, but the
differences between EC2 and EC0 were more pronounced than that between EC1 and
EC0. Both the content and concentrations of raindrops and graupel particles were
increased with increasing concentration of giant CCN. The results in Table 3 also show
that with increased concentration of giant CCN, the rain started earlier, reached higher
intensity and produced more total rain on the ground. Correspondingly, the radar
reflectivity also reached higher values. One should also note, however, that although
increase in the concentration of giant CCN results in more precipitation at the surface,
too many giant CCN could lead to stronger competition among the droplets formed on
them, leading to reduction of precipitation.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The principal conclusions of this study are that inclusion of giant CCN produces a tail
of large drops in the cloud droplet distribution near cloud base. The effects of these large
drops are significant when the concentration of small nuclei is high, as that in
continental or especially, in extreme-continental clouds. Under these conditions, the
inclusion of giant CCN accelerates coalescence between water drops, leading to an early
development of large drops at the lower parts of the clouds. It also leads to the formation
of larger graupel particles and more intensive radar reflectivity. When the concentration
of small nuclei is low, as that in maritime clouds, the effect of the giant CCN is small
and the development of precipitation is dominated by the droplets formed on large
nuclei. We will elaborate these points further below.

Inclusion of giant CCN always produces a few large droplets at the cloud initiation
Ž .stage. This is seen in the size distribution plots e.g., Figs. 4 and 11 . But how these

large droplets influence the subsequent development of raindrops and other hydromete-
ors is to a large extent dependent on the initial concentration of smaller CCN, especially
the concentration of Aitken nuclei. In continental clouds in which the concentration of
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CCN is high, the droplets grow slow because of their higher concentrations and the
increased competition for the available supersaturation produced by the updrafts. As a
result, raindrops cannot be formed effectively by the collision and coalescence process
and the cloud exists in a colloidal stable state. In this case, the large droplets formed on
giant CCN serve as an inherent destabilizing factor, which accelerates the collision and
coalescence between drops in the lower parts of the clouds. This is seen in the drop size
distributions and radar reflectivity in Section 4.1. In contrast, in maritime clouds in
which the concentration of smaller CCN is low, the droplets formed on large CCN grow
rapidly due to the low concentration of total droplets and the reduced competition for the
available water vapor. Because they are more numerous than the drops formed on giant
CCN, these drops dominate the subsequent collection process. This means that the
relative advantage or ‘‘Head start’’ of the drops formed on the giant CCN is reduced.

The role of the giant CCN is not only in the development of larger drops but also in
the acceleration of precipitation development through the ice phase. As was shown here,
precipitation is produced in the extreme-continental cloud even without the presence of
giant CCN. This is due to the formation of ice by nucleation. But the important
conclusion here is that the initiation time, the location, and the quantity of these
precipitation particles is very much different when even a few giant CCN are presented.
This can be attributed to the fact that both the freezing and accretion processes are
dependent on the drop sizes under the same thermodynamic conditions. The relatively
large drops formed in the case with giant CCN produce graupel particles earlier.
Because of their higher coagulation efficiency with drops, these early appearing graupel
particles capture more droplets and grow faster as they are lifted in the updraft region. In
addition, because of their larger size, these graupel particles are not lifted to higher
altitudes and remain closer to cloud base. In contrast, in the control case, the more
numerous but smaller drops are transported to the upper parts of the cloud where they
grow or form ice particles by freezing or through interaction with ice particles. Since
these particles are smaller in size, they are also carried farther away from the updraft
core by the divergent flow that exists in the upper reaches of the cloud.

When large drops are carried into the supercooled regions, ice multiplication pro-
cesses may also takes effect under suitable temperature conditions. As has been
indicated in the previous section, inclusion of giant CCN leads to the formation of large
drops and graupel particles that develop earlier and at lower levels in the clouds, and this
in turn increases the opportunities for ice multiplication. This may explain the reason
why more ice crystals are produced in the cases when giant CCN are included.

The results presented in this paper are based on a specific thermodynamic profile,
Ž .which represents a moderate convective cloud with relatively warm cloud base 118C .

Although the principal effects of the giant CCN on cloud and precipitation development
are not expected to be much different under different atmospheric conditions, more
numerical experiments are needed to draw a firm conclusion.
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Appendix A. Dynamic equations of the model

The vertical and horizontal velocity were calculated based on the stream function and
vorticity equation as follows:

Ez 1 Er E E E u0 Õ
qD z s wzq F u y F w yg y M ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ýd d yž /Et r Ez Ez Ex Ex u0 Õ ysw,i,g,s0

A1Ž .

where,

Eu Ew E 1 Ec 1 E2c
zs y s q , A2Ž .2ž /Ez Ex Ez r Ez r Ex0 0

then u and w components of the wind speed can be calculated by

1 Ec 1 Ec
us ,wsy A3Ž .

r Ez r Ex0 0

c is the stream function, u the virtual potential temperature deviation from theÕ

Ž .environmental virtual potential temperature u , and M ysw, i, g, s are the specificÕ y0

Žliquid and solid water contents ‘i’ for ice crystals, ‘g’ for graupel particles, and ‘s’ for
.snow particles .

The prediction equations for the virtual potential temperature perturbation u , theÕ

specific vapor perturbation q, the concentration and mass of a specific bin for water
drops and ice particles, N and M and the CCN size distribution function n werew w CCNk k k

Ž .similar to those in Reisin et al. 1996b , except that the definitions of advective and
Ž . Ž .turbulent diffusion operators, D f and F f , were different in the present modeld,q

and can be expressed as:

E Ef 1 E Ef
F f s n q r n , A4Ž . Ž .d ,q d ,q 0 d ,qž / ž /Ex Ex r Ez Ez0

E uf 1 E r wfŽ . Ž .0
D f s q , A5Ž . Ž .

Ex r Ez0

f being an arbitrary function; n is the turbulent coefficient based on the approach ofd,q
Ž .Monin and Yaglom 1968 :

2 0.52 2< <n sn q C D = u qw , A6Ž . Ž .Ž .d ,q 0 td ,q
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where

0.52 2Ef Ef
< <= f s q . A7Ž . Ž .ž / ž /Ex Ez

The value of C was chosen to make the simulations stable as was done in Reisin ett
Ž .al. 1996b .
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